
Accounting for your fixed 
assets before they become 
fixed assets. 

Sage Fixed Assets—Planning

We’ll help you piece it together
To get the most out of your fixed assets, you have to account for everything, including 
fixed assets before they even become fixed assets. Think construction in progress: 
projects being built, upgraded, renovated, or accumulated prior to being put in service, 
such as multicomponent equipment, machinery upgrades, and building renovations.

Sage Fixed Assets—Planning is designed to do just that, and it allows you to manage as 
many projects as you need, regardless of the type or size. And when the assets are ready 
for use, they can be easily created in Sage Fixed Assets—Depreciation.

To help you easily manage and report on your construction in progress projects, Sage 
Fixed Assets—Planning has multiple levels of detail tracking including over 45 user-defined 
fields, as well numerous built-in reports such as project status and actual vs. budget variance. 
In addition, you can easily manage both capitalized and expensed assets and get key project 
information at a glance with “Project Snapshot.”

Easily manage your fixed assets 
before they become fixed assets.

Sage Fixed Assets: A leader in 
fixed asset management

Sage Fixed Assets—Depreciation  
Enjoy simplified fixed asset tracking with 
comprehensive depreciation calculations 
including over 300,000 U.S. and Canadian 
regulations for businesses, governments, 
and nonprofits.

Sage Fixed Assets—Tracking  
Conduct thorough physical inventories of 
your fixed assets with an easy graphical 
step-by-step process and state-of-the-art 
mobile devices.

Sage Fixed Assets—Planning  
Take control of your fixed assets before 
they even become fixed assets with 
flexible management of capital budgeting 
and construction-in-progress projects.

Sage Fixed Assets—Reporting  
Create an endless variety of custom 
reports, including charts, graphs, and 
advanced formatting options.

Sage Fixed Assets—Services  
Get up and running quickly with customized 
inventory and professional services as well 
as expert, hands-on training. 
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Manage your fixed assets before they become 
fixed assets
• Track all of your project details including status, contacts,

notes, and all the financials—plus monitor both physical and
financial completion of projects.

• Customize fields to your organization’s needs with over 45
user-defined fields covering multiple levels of detail.

• Create custom access profiles with built-in security settings for
specific product features and projects.

• Look at your organization across all projects at the project,
line-item, and transaction level as well as at-a-glance status
updates with built-in reports.

• Handle expenses easily with the ability to copy, move, and split
line items.

• Tie project balances to your general ledger with
point-in-time reporting.

• Import invoices and other purchasing information from your
Accounts Payable system.

• Integrate seemlessly with the entire family of Sage Fixed Assets
management solutions including the ability to easily create
new fixed assets—even those with multiple assets from a
single line item—in Sage Fixed Assets—Depreciation upon
project complete.
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Sage Fixed Assets: We have you covered
Whether you’re reporting to senior management, a government agency, auditors, donors and executive boards, or the IRS, you’re accountable 
for the status and value of your organization’s many fixed assets. Those assets can take the form of buildings, machinery, computers and other 
electronic equipment, office furnishings, even assets you build. Accurately tracking their varied lifecycles can be a daunting task—especially 
when there’s so much at stake. Sage Fixed Assets can help.

U.S. tax rules with IRS regulations and forms Physical inventory tracking

Canadian regulations and T2S8 capital cost allowance Capital budgeting projects and construction in progress

GASB 34/35 compliance Custom reporting 

Comprehensive depreciation Seamless ERP integration
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